JONATHAN RENNISON
Location: Hertfordshire, London and the south of England.

Brief career history
Jonathan Rennison is an organisational psychologist and professional coach who started his career in
international development. This work has informed and shaped his approach, leading him to adopt a
positive organisational psychology approach.
Jonathan has been working as a leadership and career coach for over 9 years and clients include
leaders in King’s College London, the Natural History Museum, The Wimbledon Foundation, University
of Northampton, Business Link Japan and a range of leaders in national charities and small to medium
sized businesses across the UK.
Jonathan is an experienced charity trustee and a non-executive director in the NHS. He works with
senior leaders, using an evidence-based approach, to support them to unlock higher performance. He
works with people at a career cross road and helps them to achieve the clarity they need to focus on
their next role and develop a clear action plan to achieve it.

Coaching credentials
Jonathan has completed two diplomas in coaching (Personal Performance Coaching and Corporate &
Executive Coaching) and is a member of International Coaching Federation. He also holds a master’s
in counselling skills and is a registered member of the Institute of Guidance Counsellors. Jonathan
also is a qualified organisational psychologist and has completed additional training in psychometric
assessment and interpretation, personality profiling, resilience coaching, and career and life transitions.

Coaching speciality
•

Career Management – focusing on career change and transitions to help people get clarity
on what really matters and what they want to achieve.

•

Leadership – supporting individuals to build high-performance constructive
leadership behaviours.

•

Resilience – helping individuals to build their resilience in life and work so that they get a
great balance and reap the rewards of living well and working well.

What benefits do you bring to your coachees?
Jonathan’s approach to working with individuals, teams and organisations is to focus on what they
are getting right and harnessing this to drive changes to achieve high performance and excellent
outcomes. Alongside this, he brings expert knowledge and evidence-based practice which he shares
with clients to support their development and the achievement of clear outcomes. He specialises in
transitions in career and in life, supporting people to identify what they want to achieve and to set
clear actions to achieve it. Jonathan is also skilled in range of psychometric assessments that he uses
to provide additional insights to support individuals to make real changes in their lives and work.
Jonathan works on the issues of leadership, change management, resilience and high performance.
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